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Johdon yhteenveto

Sähkökirjan menestys on muuttamassa kirjan konseptia. Uudessa konseptissa ei
muutu vain gutenbergilainen ajatus kirjasta vaan myös vanha näkemys
sähkökirjasta painetun kirjan rikastettuna versiona. Kirjan esineellisyyden sijaan
tärkeäksi nousee kirja tiedon käyttöliittymänä, verkottumisen ja lukemiseen
liittyvät aktiviteetit, joista merkityksellisintä ryhmää voidaan kutsua sosiaaliseksi
lukemiseksi, jolla tarkoitetaan lukemistoimintoja joihin liittyvät toiset ihmiset.

Sosiaalinen lukeminen on vielä tarkkaan määrittelemätön alue, johon liittyy
perinteisen yhdessä lukemisen ja kirjasta keskustelemisen lisäksi laaja määrä
verkottuneita toimintoja jakamisesta jaetun tiedon vastaanottamiseen. Sosiaalisen
lukemisen tutkimus on lähes olematonta, vaikka ilmiöstä veikataan merkittävää
tekijään lukemisessa ja sähkökirjoissa.

Tutkimus luo ensin katsauksen sosiaalisen lukemiseen historiaan ja etsii sitten
digitaalisen kirjan vastaavia piirteitä. Se kysyy minkälaisista piirteistä sosiaalinen
lukeminen on rakentunut ja etsii lukijan preferenssejä niihin. Tutkimusaineistona
on sähkökirjaohjelmat ja palvelut, joissa esiintyvien toiminnallisuuksien
perusteella rakennetaan ryhmittely sosiaalisen lukemisen toiminnoista
sisältöanalyysin keinoin.

Tutkimuksen empiirisessä osassa etsitään fokusryhmähaastattelulla ja kyselyllä
lukijoiden preferenssejä löydettyihin ominaisuuksiin. Kohderyhmänä on
HELMET-kirjaston asiakkaat.

Selvityksen perusteella sosiaalisen lukemisen toiminnot vastaavat sosiaalisiin
tarpeisiin joiden ilmentymiä on ollut olemassa jo ennen paperikirjaa. Digitaalinen
aika mahdollistaa niiden uuden tulemisen.

Näiden uusien toimintojen hyödyllisyys riippuu useasta tekijästä, ensinnäkin eri
kirjatyypit suosivat erilaisia toimintoja, jaetut alleviivaukset, lainaukset ja
keskustelut ovat kysytympiä opiskelussa tai tavoitteellisessa lukemisessa kuin
viihteellisessä lukemisessa, jossa merkityksellisemmäksi nousevat mahdollisuudet
arvioida ja vastaanottaa suosituksia.

Toisekseen hyödyllisyys pohjaa toteutustapaan. Toimivuuden edellytyksenä on se,
että toiminto on integroitu kirjaan siten, että se on saavutettavissa optiona joka ei
häiritse normaalia lineaarista lukemista. Lisäksi ekosysteemin tulee olla niin laaja
että joukkoistamisen edut tulevat esille.

Suomessa, jossa ekosysteemit ovat kehittymättömiä jo kielialueen pienuuden
tähden, kirjasto voisi toimia yhdistävänä tekijänä, koska sillä on sosiaalisen
lukemisen kannalta tarpeeksi suuri kustantajariippumaton suomenkielinen
valikoima ja käyttäjäkunta. Sosiaalinen lukeminen sopisi kirjaston tavoitteisiin,
sillä se  mahdollistaisi kiinnostavan kirjallisuuden helpomman löytämisen sekä
uuden lukukokemuksen ja voisi houkutella uusia käyttäjiä.
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Executive Summary

The success and mainstreaming of e-books are transforming not only the
traditional/Gutenbergian idea of the book but the previous idea of e-book mainly
as an enriched print book. In the new e-book concept, the nature of book as an
artefact is diminishing and disposition as a networked interface to knowledge is
rising. One of the most important emerging concepts is a social reading, which
means reading acts while connected to other people.
Social reading is a new and not very well defined area of reading practices. In
addition to the traditional reading together and discussing books person to person,
social reading includes a large number of networked functions like sharing and
receiving shared information.

Research of this new phenomena is almost non existent, yet it is expectd to be  the
next big thing in reading and in e-books.

This study provides an overview of the history of social reading of printed books
and then defines parallel features in the new digital reading activities. It asks how
social reading is constructed and strives to find user preferences on it.

Research material consists of popular e-book software and services. The proposed
categorisation of social reading is based on content analysis of properties that
were found in those services. In the empirical part of this paper, we search for
readers´ preferences in social reading. The survey and focus group interviews
were done with the patrons of the Helsinki Metropolitan Library.

Report claims that social reading functionalities are manifestations of the social
needs that have existed during and even before the paper book. Digital time
enables re-emerging of some of those features, but in different manner.
The usefulness of these new functions depend on a number of factors, first of all
different types of literature favour different functions. Shared underlining,
quotations and discussions may suit better the goal-oriented reading. In reading
for leisure the most relevant features include possibilities to share ratings and
receive recommendations.

Secondly, the usefulness is based on the implementation of social reading. One
prerequisite is that the new functions are integrated into the book as an option so
that they do not interfere with the linear reading. In addition, ecosystems where
networked features reside, will have to be large enough that the benefits of
crowdsourcing will materialise.
In Finland, where the ecosystems of e-reading are weakly developed partly
because the relative small linguistic area, the library could act as a unifying factor
for social reading. Public libraries have a large user base and a wide selection of
literature. Social reading would fit well with the objectives of the public libraries,
as it would facilitate discovery of literature as well as a new kind of reading
experience, which could help libraries to gain new user groups.
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1 Introduction

What we see in people’s practices and orientations towards e-books is a shift in
emphasis from the book as an artefact to a set of activities associated with reading.
We are facing a process of transformation of the book as text container to become
a shared interface (Cordón-García, Cascón, & Alonso-Arévalo, 2012, p. 25) One
of the most salient and logical consequences of this is the rising of social reading
– the act of reading while connected to others. This phenomenon has been
described as the next big thing in reading, or even as the “future of books”(Stein,
2010)

This paper explores this emerging culture within e-books emphasizing the
perspective of public libraries.

Since social reading is an emerging phenomenon as a research subject, it is
important not to define it too narrowly; sometimes the term social reading is used
only refer to the digital version of book clubs and social media. Social reading is
and will be a broader term embracing a vast number functions that follow the
logic of networked media in general, like sharing, recommending and
commenting.

Only a restricted amount of these possibilities is available in current “e-book-
galaxy”; e-books and related software are still at an early stage of the
transformation. The post-artefact-book – Book 2.0 – remains yet undefined.
Categories are still taking shape and technology still poses many restraints. For
example, the sharing of e-books between users, applications, and devices is
constrained by digital rights management (DRM) software. This favours big non-
open corporate ecosystems, which can offer extended services within their
“walled gardens”. Since social reading is more interesting the more participants
are involved in embracing this system this poses a challenge for smaller systems.
This is especially true in the small language regions: it is difficult to achieve the
required user base in one service. Public libraries will have an interesting
possibility here.

This paper argues that social reading is noteworthy, because it is based on social
needs that have always been present, but have been channelled differently
following the technological prerequisites of distinct times. We start from a short
history of social reading, and proceed to canvass the current and possible
dimensions of social reading. Then we move on to conceptualize social reading
according to practices discovered in the present-day services, and finally we
define the user preferences in the found out taxonomy and discuss the role and
possibilities of the public library in e-reading.
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2 Task

This report connects itself to the larger discussion which tries to find out what
kind of behaviours comprise reading in the era of the digital network, but it
restricts the research questions in relation to e-books and emphasizes libraries.

Research questions are:

What are the social dimensions of e-reading
How to categorize social reading?
What actions of social reading do reader confront in e-reading?

What are readers’ preferences on those actions?
What could be the role of public libraries?

In order to answer these questions we have broken the research into two parts. In
the first part, we attempt to unravel social relations and needs that existed before
and during Gutenbergian era of reading, and then reflect what could be their
digital counterparts in the future. Then we will move to digital services to find out
how these relations are already implemented – in order to make an operationalized
model of social reading functions available and possible in e-books.

The second part is an empirical study where we will study what are users needs
and preferences on these different manifestations of e-reading. Testing was
accomplished with the patrons of HELMET (Helsinki Metropolitan Area
Libraries) -services.

3 Short history of social reading

The social reading, meaning the act of reading while connected with each other,
has a longer history than solitary reading. Book historians agree that reading was
originally done in groups and by reading aloud. (Kilgour, 1998, p. 7)

The Gutenbergian time changed reading by making books widely available, but it
is often forgotten that it also solidified the practice of solitary and quiet reading,
reading with oneself. Similarly, it is rarely noted that also many other practices of
social reading existed, for example the culture of annotating to margins of shared
volumes, which faded also away with Gutenberg era. In the Middle ages, scholars
used margins to engage in dialogue with other readers as the same physical copy
circulated around the community. The scribes who copied manuscripts copied
often also annotations to new versions and thus accumulating knowledge socially.
Printing press and movable type changed “the role of reader as co-author and
member of a community engaged in a collaborative search for meaning generally
changed to a largely private activity” (Lebow, Lick, & Hartman, 2008, pp. 1066-
1067)
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An another example of social reading, which
has been faded in history, is the culture of
“Commonplace books”, which were kind of
semi-social clipart-books, personalized
encyclopaedias where authors re-organized
texts like quotes and passages from different
sources and annotated them. Liz Danzico
(2011, pp. 12-13) has described this everyday
marginalia (Scribbles and comments in the
margins of a book) as a 300 year old “slow-
motion Twitter or Face-book”. She portrayed
the practice as fashionable or even as
something that was socially expected (from
savant). There were even guide books about
how to practice “commonplacing”, like A New
Method of a Common Place Book by John
Locke published 1706.

Marshall McLuhan (1984) claimed that this change from the oral culture to the
culture of solitary reading meant also major
change in thinking, towards linear and analytic
scrutiny that just was not possible in oral
culture.

Indeed, the famous main point of McLuchan is
a valid foundation for e-reading research:
when media changes we change. Media changes our habits and extends different
kind of elements to our senses, which in turn affect our choices within the media –
and gives birth to new paradigms.

McLuhan claimed that the era of “hot media” (media that favours single sense and
low-participation) like print and books, will be replaced by multi-sensory “cool
media” with high participation. In a way – McLuhan argues – this is returning to
the time before Gutenberg, to time of discussion, non-linearity and non-fixed
“cool media”.

Similarly Bob Stein, a pioneer developer of social reading software, is convinced
that the Internet age will create culture of participatory reading “This idea that we
read by ourselves is a relatively recent idea and is going to go away” (Stein 2013).

Lars Ole Sauerberg, who respectively sees Gutenbergian phase as something that
interrupted the natural phase of communication, has presented parallel visions.
For Sauerberg, Internet “represents a closing of the parenthesis and a return to
older models of content, cultural production and understanding” (Pettitt, 2010).

Sauerberg describes Gutenbergian print age as a stable, original, individual and
autonomous as the pre-Gutenbergian was unstable, collective and re-creative. For
Sauerberg, post-Gutenbergian period re-introduces something of that unstableness,
by emphasizing sampling, remixing, borrowing, reshaping and re-contextualizing.

Figure 1. Marginalia of the Vilna
Talmud (1870s). Originally hand
made cumulative annotations
transferred into the printed
volume
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Figure 2. Theory of the Gutenberg era in parenthesis by Lars Ole Sauerberg. Left:
the dominating attributes of culture in pre-Gutenbergian time (< 1600). Inside
parenthesis:  the Gutenbergian era. On the right the post-Gutenbergian era (>2000)

Sauerberg claims that part of the culture – digital media and Internet culture –
have already moved from the parenthesis, but an other part is still inside. This
leads to conforntations; operations like borrowing and re-contextualizing are not
legitimate within parenthesis but are outside them (ibid.)

3.1 Book 2.0

Equally, Cordón-García and García-Figuerol (2012) are convinced that evolution
of reading will eventually follow the internal logic of the network, towards
connection with others and towards non-linear content. This path leads towards a
book, which is more social and collaborative, more de-contextualized and more
heterogeneous.

This new concept, which is under formation, could be called Book 2.0. There are
several visions of Book 2.0. Robert Stein (2010) claims that not a long ago a quite
a different vision of the new book -paradigm prevailed as some kind of enriched
multimedia. Stein obviously refers to the 1990s, era with enriched CD-ROM-
multimedia -books. The emergence of the web has replaced the old vision of
future of the book as an enriched multimedia object for something that enforces a
more active and social reader. Also, Stein argues that reading and writing have
always been social; the paper-medium has just covered that. Stein sees an
inevitable development where we will confront “many levels of reader
engagement from the simple acknowledgement of the presence of others to a very
active engagement with authors and fellow readers” – because of the Internet.

However, this vision of the digital book as an interface to the networked world, or
even as “a meeting place” still has a real counterpart: the enriched the book is
onwards live and well. And in reality there exists a vast amount of non-enriched
e-books that have not – and perhaps will not have – no networked content what so
ever.

It is important to realize that technologies will not single-handedly determine the
development; it is more a question about a dialog where different variations will
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evolve simultaneously. There will not be only one incarnation of the Book 2.0.
Book will evolve as an HTML-based book in browsers, but also as ePUB and
Kindle-publications in reading devices and as applications in multi-use tablets.

For the library, it is difficult to be present in every category, for example there is
no way you could easily lend an application residing in a particular ecosystem, yet
book as an application is a major tendency, for example all Penguin e-books are
apps.

Figure 3. Example of a high quality book application by Random/Penguin. The
Clockwork Orange is an enriched book where reader can choose between the
usual linear book, an annotated original manuscript, audio extracts read by the
author and video interviews as well as articles like how the dialect “Nadsat” used
in the book was constructed. There is no networked content.

4 Social dimension of reading

In this section, we will track down the different incidences of the social dimension
in reading a current printed book, and we will envision what kind of parallel
occurrences are present in a digital world or what could the corresponding
services which answer similar needs consist of.

In addition to the solitary time spent with a book, reading can be connected to a
wide variation of social activities. For example, people loan, share and give books
as a gift. People talk about what they are reading, make and receive
recommendations, publish and read reviews, identify material that others might be
interested in, help people explore mutual reading interests, read annotations made
by others, as well as read to each other. Reading together can be a bonding
activity, which provides entertainment and education.

4.1 Book as a symbol

People use a variety of artefacts, including books, to actively construct and
display their identity. Anthropologists see artefacts as a transformation of ideas
and values to into a physical reality, but also as social symbols as they convey a
message of the socio-economical status (White & Beaudry, 2009). Thus, a
person’s choice of books is also way of communicating one’s identity to others.
When presented in social context, the choice of books can carry messages about a
group membership, values, social status, age, hobbies and even health.

The bookshelf and library can be a plausible showcase of one´s level of
scholarship or sophistication. In the digital world, this poses a problem, since a
single reading device can hold the content of a large library, but the library is
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hidden inside the device. Even when reading a specific book, others cannot
usually see the title because the cover of the electronic book is seldom visible.
This can be in some cases even a welcomed effect, because reading of “low-status”
literature like romantic fiction can now be done more discreetly for example when
commuting, but it also hinders from others the desired communication of chosen
book..

Figure 4. Cartoon displaying the trouble of representing ones status with an
electronic library

Internet is a widely studied phenomenon as a theatre where social status and
identity can and will be built in relation to other and other groups, see for example
Laurel (2013) or Turkle (1997). In the e-book universe the choice of books have
to be shared somehow in the network before this function can be fulfilled. In fact,
there is already a considerable amount of books-related digital services, which
allow people to share their library with peer groups, friends and family – without
giving them access to the actual books or their account details. This works in two
directions: people are also interested in knowing what others are reading, and in
addition choices of friends and peers, the choices of writers, celebrities or experts
can be valued so that the reader will become a follower of their reading. This kind
of “stalking” has been made already possible in many e-reading services.

4.2 Annotations and records

In the digital world, the reading artefacts can also include intentional records, such
as annotations, clippings, bookmarks, notes, and other purposeful things the
reader has created while she was reading. In addition, there are the implicit
records of reading that have been recorded by the e-reading software including
logged events such as page turns, scrolls, opening and closing books, reading
times, mouse clicks and so on.
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People often regard their personal annotations as just that – personal. Often, the
records of reading are considerably more private than the intentional records. So
the system has to be carefully constructed so that only things that are meant to be
shared will be shared. This means that sharing functions should be turned off by
default so that the user has to turn them on intentionally. This is even more true in
public libraries, which have a long tradition of keeping the records of reading
private. “Designers will need to give equal consideration to what can be public as
they will to what should remain private. Some sentiments, after all, are best left
between you and your margins” (Danzico, 2011).

On the other hand, even the solitary annotations can be seen as social, annotations
are comments to the text and thus a discussion with the author. This discussion
can be much more direct in the digital era, as such communication can be
organized with e-book-services for example booktalk.org and harlequin.com offer
direct possibilities to chat with authors.

Sharing annotations like notes and highlighting could become as popular as any
crowd sourced knowledge, despite the fact that this kind of feature calls for
proprietary implementations since ePUB or any other open solution do not
support that kind of features. However, one could easily grasp the benefits of, for
example, filtering high-lightings of any popular textbook in a learning
environment.

Figure 5. Things to come: A READING HEATMAP — Key passages illuminated by
layering all readers' highlights for the same text (CRAIG MOD 2010)

4.3 Reading together

Certainly reading with a partner is something that people do less frequently than
reading alone. Actually the value of reading together can be clearly seen only in
certain specific cases (e.g., reading to a child or to someone in a hospital). In these
situations, there is an existing social and physical setting that favours reading
together.

In the digital world, one could imagine potentially helpful systems that seek to
reduce the overhead by organizing commitment sharing in reading for others, as
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well as systems that allow people to find reading partners more easily. Routine
learning systems might also track reading patterns of family and friends use that
to suggest a set of times to read together.

Solutions that support the communication of reading speed could be beneficial;
for example, future systems might be able to automatically identify what sentence
is being read out loud, and leverage this information to automatically adjust page
turns and even more advanced systems could give hints to the reader of the
reading pace the listener has been used to with previous readers.

The activity of reading provides a shared form of entertainment that can form a
basis for conversation, and perhaps reading together can strengthen the
relationship between the readers.

Reading together in the workplace or school environment can be defined as
collaborative reading. Collaborative reading is characterized by a more formal,
professional relationship among readers, and with well-articulated goals such as
synthesizing material to produce a report. In educational settings, readers try to
achieve understanding about the content and engage with the material through
annotation or note taking in an active reading process.

When people read together in a structured situation, they frequently refer to the
materials they have read and possibly annotated. This creates an immediate and
pressing problem of shared reference: how does everyone in the discussion know
that they are looking at the same thing?

In future learning environments this could be solved by a shared cursor, the clicks
and choices of a teacher’s pointing device could be shared between students in
real-time.

4.4 Digital textbooks and learning environments

Modern model sees learning more as a social process where learning happens
together, by interacting, sharing or by doing. This creates a direct demand for
collaborative and network-savvy post-print -book, where co-creation and
exporting and receiving information in the form of annotations, links and notes is
a common practice.

However, functions of future educational e-book seem to be overlapping with
services provided by various learning environments, where sharing and
collaborating are basic functions. That may be one reason for why many
incarnations of this genre in Finland resemble more a traditional web page than a
book (See for example http://www.digioppikirja.fi).

Which brings us to the basic question: what is “a book” in the post-Gutenbergian
era. This has been discussed previously in Next Media: “Concise Oxford
Dictionary defines e-Book as ‘an electronic version of a printed book which can
be read on a personal computer or handheld device designed specifically for this
purpose’. I find this definition appropriate because it excludes content which is
not designed to be a book (for example many books in Gutenberg project are just
ASCII text without formatting), but I propose an addition to the definition: work

http://www.digioppikirja.fi/
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should be considered an e-book even if it has not been printed at all.” (Heikkilä,
2011)

This definition leaves open the question of the form of the book, what is the
design that makes the book a book? Without any binding definition, Wikipedia
can be considered as a “book”. In fact, this is exactly where some discourses in
the field are heading to: Book is not a container, book is a “system”(Mod, 2011)
or “an efficient interface to the digital world” (Kaplan, 2009).

4.5 Book club

A book club is a group of people who meet to discuss a book or books that they
have read and expressed their opinions, likes, dislikes, etc. Term is also used to
describe a subscription based book sales system, which can cause confusion.
Other frequently used terms to describe a book discussion club include reading
group, book group, and book discussion group. Book discussion clubs may meet
in private homes, libraries, bookstores, online forums, pubs, and in cafes.

A practice also associated with book discussion, common reading program or
common readings, involves institutions encouraging their members to discuss
selected books in group settings; common reading programs are largely associated
with educational institutions encouraging their students to hold book discussion
meetings.

With the challenge that not all members of a club can regularly meet at an
appointed place and time, and the rise of the Internet, a new form of book
discussion club has emerged online. Online clubs exist in the form of Internet
forums, Yahoo Groups, e-mail mailing lists, dedicated websites, and even
telephone conference calls. Also in the category of social networks, these online
clubs are made up of members of a variety of reading interests and often approach
book discussion in different ways, e.g. academic discussion, pleasure-reading
discussion, personal connection and reaction to books members read.

4.6 Gifting and loaning

Giving someone else a book as a gift is a common practice. This kind of
behaviour persists in e-reading environments. A system might allow a user to
modify or extend the digital text (e.g., adding audio narration) in order to
personalize the book as a gift.

Many current e-reading systems are based on a model where there is a single user,
a single device, and an associated account with an online retailer. In reality,
multiple people may use the same device and share the account.

Digital rights management software impeded the ability to share books with
household members during their e-reading as well as loaning to friends. Bringing
a book “into the house” is now changed as a result of e-readers. Use models where
each person has an account, or where each person has their own device, do not
always exist. Some ecosystems, like Amazon Kindle and Nook of B&N, have
begun to temper their practices and at present allow the loaning of some of the
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purchased titles between customers in the same ecosystem. Intra-customer loaning
is not currently possible between ecosystems.

Since most of the current DRM-protection models can be broken by any
technically well-informed person, the questions of safety from publishers point of
view are likely to arise as a hindrance to mainstreaming the loaning of DRM-
protected content. Similarly, this has been an issue between public library policies
and publishers for example in Denmark.

One solution for this is moving the content to cloud services, which feed content
in short cached portions to the browsers making hard-DRM solutions unnecessary.
This book-in-browser (BIB) -approach has been implemented in a growing
number of services, for example, by Safari Books in the USA and Finnish
Readberry.fi -service

Similarly the eBIB service of HELMET-libraries, developed within the Finnish
Next Media Project, has a BIB-option in addition to the “traditional” downloading
the DRM-protected ePUB-file to the reading device or computer. However, the
user data reveals that the browser-option has been less popular compared to the
downloading option.

Figure 6. Monthly amount of e-books downloaded to devices as copy protected
ePUBS (Adobe ADEPT DRM) versus reading in a browser at the Finnish HELMET
library service 1.10.2012–1.10.2013

The result is somehow surprising since our early hypothesis was that the difficulty
of hard-DRM will make the browser option more lucrative for bigger audiences.
One possible explanation is that tablet devices have remained as the most popular
reading device in the service, and in tablet-environment, the dedicated e-reader-
app (usually the Bluefire-reader in iOS) has advantages as a convenient reading
method: our user tests, the tablet reader application gained many positive remarks.
However, the initialisation of the e-reader with the Adobe DRM – the first use –
proved to be difficult. (Antikainen et al., 2013)
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Figure 7. Variation of different devices used logging into the eBIB-e-book service at
Helsinki metropolitan library 1.10.2012–1.10.2013

4.7 Reading modes

Readers read for different purposes. Sometimes they read for pleasure, sometimes
they read to learn. Their reason for reading impacts the way they read and
determines which kind of social functions are relevant. For some people, books
are a refuge: a way to unplug and get away from the ubiquity of computers,
screens, and digital information. In contrast to the scanning and multi-tasking
typical of computer use, books afford a slower, more focused experience.

Reading can be generally divided into two: reading for pleasure and reading for
some usually educational or work related purpose. Latter is more goal oriented
activity; this “active reading” refers to a set of strategies for engaging with written
material and is “the combination of reading with critical thinking and learning,
and involves not just reading per se, but also underlining, highlighting, and
commenting (M. Adler, J & Doren, 1967). Nell defines pleasure reading as a form
of play, which is performed for its own sake. It allows us to experience other
worlds and roles in our imagination (Nell, 1988)

While active reading can be performed with texts chosen for pleasure (e.g., a
novel) it is often performed with a particular goal in mind. Adler et al. (1998)
identify four kinds of reading goals they observed in the workplace: extracting
information, integrating information, consistency checking, and critiquing or
making a comment. For example, a researcher might read hundreds of papers and
synthesize them into a literature review. Achieving these goals often involve
working with others.

Reading for pleasure is part of a larger set of potential forms of entertainment.
Reading on a multi-function device like a tablet opens up new ways of interacting
across devices and systems. E-books might refer also to other material, like games,
maps and videos also available on the device. Thinking about reading as a part of
a broader home entertainment could lead to compelling situations where devices
work together to deliver new entertainment experiences (e.g., a television that
plays mood music and background visuals depending on what book is being read).
Tablet games that incorporate multiple players have been relatively successful in
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the past, and perhaps reading applications could be improved by taking cues from
gaming.

Others have expressed their concern that this kind of enriched and non-linear
development in reading of digital age will sacrifice our literacy culture and
produce illiterate children that are not capable for concentrating on long linear
reading (see for example Birkerts (2006))

However, marketing research claims that people who own “multifunction devices”
or eReaders have increased the amount they read by 65 %. Reading during “dead”
time was a key trend when travelling and waiting for an appointment proved most
popular. (http://goodereader.com/blog/electronic-readers/new-study-shows-that-
65-have-increased-reading-due-to-ebooks).
Definitely different reading cultures will evolve because of the lightweight e-
readers, always present smartphones, and the ability to pick and choose from
either a library of content, or to download new content means that e-reading can
be tailored to suit many new situations.

4.8 Reading place and time

The social dimension of reading can be divided according to place and time.
These dimensions give four quadrants characterized by events happening in the
same place versus events happening in distant places and events happening at the
same time versus events happening at different times.

Use that occurs in the same place at the same time implies that people are reading
together. Reading together may mean that the situation has been deliberately
organized as an opportunity to read together: reading groups or classroom
discussions are both examples of such a situation.

The second variation, reading together over the Internet, represents use that occurs
at the same time, but in a different place. Activity in this quadrant of the
collaboration matrix is usually intentional because it involves a communications
technology; that is, the distance must be bridged by some kind of connection.

Once people are reading at different times, some sort of persistent artefact of their
reading activity must be involved: annotations, clippings, bookmarks,
recommendations, page views, or the books themselves may be used as a record
of the activity; otherwise, collaboration or some other kind of reading-related
social interaction would be difficult. Hence, this aspect of sociality involves
sharing record of reading. These records can be explicit, such as annotations, or
implicit, such as page views recorded in a log. Asynchronous sharing can likewise
be something intentional and planned, such as a discussion about the assigned
reading conducted in an online annotation system or recommendations of books
or authors that we might see in as social cataloguing web application like
LibraryThing.

http://goodereader.com/blog/electronic-readers/new-study-shows-that-65-have-increased-reading-due-to-ebooks
http://goodereader.com/blog/electronic-readers/new-study-shows-that-65-have-increased-reading-due-to-ebooks
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Figure 8. Social reading framework. Social reading can be divided according to
time or place of the reading (Marshall, 2009).

Another example of how to divide social reading functions is to break them in
time before the actual reading happening, taking place during reading and after
reading. Pre-reading category includes, among other things, functions which are
used to find a range of suitable reading material. Social reading occurring during
reading includes, e.g., making annotations and sharing them. Finally, the post-
reading category consists of publishing of your book archive, commenting and
ranking. The following is a closer examination of the various social dimensions of
reading from a needs point of view.

4.9 Discovering e-books socially

Discovering books to read is a diverse and open set of activities drawing upon a
variety of sources, from chatting with friends and acquaintances to idly searching
bookstores and libraries.

There is potential for offering more serendipitous and social mechanisms for
finding books online, such as allowing people to share the recommendations
device to device, or posting recommendations in more flexible, ad hoc ways. For
example, people might post recommendations linked to a location that reminds
them of a good book, or where they spent time reading. Later, others can “come
across” these tags and instantly download the books they refer to.

Book recommendations can take many forms and can rely on different sources of
evidence. Books may be recommended explicitly; either from person to person or
to a wide audience. Books may also be recommended implicitly, via citations or
quotations.

Some recommendations are wholly content-based. That is, a recommendation
system might find you a book that has comparable content, either through text
analysis or using book metadata. The most advanced algorithms can make apt
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new suggestions based on a customer´s previous purchases or by choices of other
people who have bought the same book, or who have a similar purchasing history.

Cumulative crowd wisdom is present also in ratings: the readers of a book can
usually assign a numerical rating for book, in addition readers of these ratings can
usually rate the reviewer him/herself.

In online discovery, there is often a question of trustworthiness of reviews and
ratings. The peer recommendation can have an advantage over consumer reviews
since peer reviews are not anonymous, however an anonymous reviewer can have
increased credibility if he has a good rating or high ranking as a reviewer.
Similarly, cumulative ratings or reviews of a particular book have the greater
plausibility the more reviewers have given a rating.

Figure 9. An example of an emerging culture of reviewing. Mr. Gardy Harp has
made 9,767 reviews at Amazon market place. 91 % (90,969 of 100,468 !) reviewers
of his reviews have considered them helpful. This has gained a “Top 50 reviewer”
badge for him, and badge is displayed with the review every time he writes a new
one. Currently he holds a rank # 39 and achieved “Hall of Fame recognition” in 6
different years (Amazon 2013)

4.10 Keeping the reading in order

Digital reading devices are able to contain large amounts of content, and much of
their allure lies in the fact that people have an entire library available at their
fingertips, any time, anywhere.

Large numbers of e-books impose the need to manage the information. Offering
information management features that are now available on the phone and PC
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operating systems, such as folders - or in our case ‘shelves’ - would help to
alleviate the problem of managing the e-books.

Another approach is provided by the social cataloguing applications which are
web applications designed to help users to catalogue things – books, CDs, etc. –
owned or otherwise of interest to them. Social cataloguing applications can be
linked with a user’s online purchase history, wish list, etc. to help them keep track
of their reading and book collection.

In social cataloguing applications, there are two characteristics that generally arise
from a multi-user cataloguing environment:

The ability to share catalogues and interact with others based upon shared
items
The enrichment or improvement of cataloguing description through either
explicit cooperation in the production of cataloguing metadata or through
the analysis of implicit data (e.g., "People who like X also like Y").

5 Categorizing functions of social reading in e-books

In this chapter, we look at the current social reading praxis in e-reading-
applications and services to find out what kind of functions exists in order to
operationalize a chart of social reading functions.

The list of apps was constructed by finding the 100 most popular e-reading –
category applications from the US-app store and then discarding those that
consisted only of a single book (we were interested apps that could host several
books, because there can not exist for example archiving or rating of other books
etc. in a singe book-app) and those that did not offer access to functions without
membership, if it was not openly available (example: a religious book program).
This left us with 22 iOS-programs. In addition, we scanned available English-
language social reading web services. The base list of services was constructed
with the help of Huffington Post article “Best social reading sites” with nine
services. Additional three services have been emerged in the preliminary research.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/04/10/social-reading-
sites_n_846895.html#s262764&title=ReadFeeder

Thus, the whole sample consisted of 33 services and programs. See Appendix 1)
Using standard methods of content analysis the available functions were first
listed, the meaningful ones from point of view of social reading chosen
(reduction) from the similar functions combined to classes (clustering) to
construct categories (abstraction)

5.1 Difference between enriched and social features

The first obvious classification was to separate the functions that were designed
for the reader personally from the functions that involved other people. The first
category consisted basically from the digital world equivalents of activities when
reading a paper book. These enriched features were different kinds of annotations,

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/04/10/social-reading-sites_n_846895.html#s262764&title=ReadFeeder
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/04/10/social-reading-sites_n_846895.html#s262764&title=ReadFeeder
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writing notes, highlighting, saving quotations etc. but also of constructing a virtual
bookshelf and rating books.

Functions that involved other people were largely build by sharing those enriched
functions. For example, by sharing my personal annotations, ratings or bookshelf I
move from the realm of enriched book functions to social functions.

5.2 Direction of sharing

For further operationalization, we also found separate functions according to the
sharing direction. It is a different feature whether I decide to share my annotations
or want see others’ annotations.

Figure 10. Highlightings by other readers visible in Kindle iOS app (dotted line).
New  highlighting made by reader (yellow) is shared if the user has chosen that
option in preferences. In Kindle these preferences are some what hidden and
obscurely named. There is an Annotations sync -option under Other under Settings
in Kindle device and private / public -option in Amazon Kindle web site beside the
owned book.
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1

Figure 11. New highlighting made on iPad app is synchronized between devices
and programs. Here, the yellow highlighting made previously on iPad (Figure 10) is
visible in desktop-application of Kindle .

One could assume that it is not immediately evident for the average user to figure
out what is the scope of these features, since they are too often controlled by
hidden preferences in different places and there is inconsistency in terms. Sharing
of an annotation, for example, can mean two things depending of the program,
you share it in social media or in web, or you share it with other users of a
particular program. Since note making has two functions, it is a momentary and a
personal observation or thought out and meant to be communicated to others, it is
necessary that these two functions would be clearly separated in the reading
program.

Figure 12. Adjusting privacy settings of a note in the Subtext-app is a clear and
unequivocal process
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5.3 Suggested model of social reading

There are three different cases where for example annotation-function “note”
occurs in the e-reading program level

1) My note for me

2) My note shared to others

3) Shared note of somebody else I can see.

First group consists of functions primarily for myself, usually digital versions of
something people do traditionally with paper books i.e. Book 1.0 acts. Second and
third group represent sharing these functions – or receiving them.

Furthermore, we can conceptualize social reading according actions taking place.
First there is the act reading itself, then missions that deal with organizing and
archiving my readings (bookshelf-category), then there is the category of
annotations that combines all marginalia-functions like highlighting, notes and
comments. Also saving small passages and pictures could be seen as serving the
same note-taking job. Then there is obvious category of ratings when reader
assess the book usually by giving points on some scale, like three stars out of five.
And finally the review which tells one’s opinion of the book in words. Reviews
can be short or literature critique – like lengthy writings.

After cross tabulating these categories, we get following detailed table of
available functions as measurable categories. For example, the category on
Reading to oneself, breaks down into “Share what I read now” and “Follow what
others read now” in Book 2.0 -category. Similarly, Bookshelf-class is divided into
“Share history of readings or intentions to read” and “See others’ history and
intentions to read” in Book 2.0 -category.

Table 1. Social reading operationalized: classified actions of e-reading programs
and services.

BOOK 1.0
ACTIONS

BOOK 2.0 ACTIONS
“From me”

BOOK 2.0 ACTIONS
“To me”

(Reading) Share what I read now Follow what others read now

Bookshelf Share history of readings,
intentions to read See others’ history and intentions

Annotating Share annotations (highlights,
notes, quotations, pictures) See annotations of others

Rating Publish rating Review ratings
Reviewing Publish review Read reviews
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Figure 13. Examples of different social reading categories in  the Goodreads-
service 1) Share what I read now 2) Publish rating 3) Publish review 4) Share
history of readings 5) Share recommendations

Outside the reading, most prevalent action in “ Book 1.0” -category was archiving,
followed by annotating. Rating and quoting were also popular. There were
similarities in functions in the personal and social realm, but their prevalence
differed. For example, making annotations was quite universal in the personal
version, but far less common in the social realm, conversely the function of rating
a book was as popular in the social as in the personal version.

Figure 14. Organizing books in Blio.app bookshelf
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Figure 15. Goodreads is a popular service, where people can share what they read
and follow what friends and friend´s friends are currently reading, have read or are
planning to read.

Book 2.0.-function, seeing annotations of others, was not universal, but when it
was implemented, results showed an interesting promise especially in big services,
where the crowdsourcing could be used effectively in various ways. Using the
user provided data via Shelfari-service (owned by Amazon) Kindle-user can
obtain information of a particular book character by activating the word within the
book app (See figure 17). Interesting development is how huge these emerging
info systems within e-book are becoming.

Figure 16. Shared annotations have growing popularity within Kobo service, here
observed in iPhone app (left). Sharing a quotation, publishing rating and following
what others read

.
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Figure 17. Kindle Book Extras. Large ecosystem can provide beside notes and
highlightings for example additional info of key words by utilisizing
crowdsourcing. Integrated info in a Kindle e-book is provided by Shelfari service.

Figure 18. Shelfari view of book extras in the same book as pictures in figure 16.
Note the large amount of readers of this particular volume: 6,366.

In addition to two directional sharing, one could extract functions from programs
that are not about “me”, but about “us”. For example in Wattpad-app the reader
can discuss the book within the book and in Bookshout-service the reader can
easily build a reading circle or join to a circle others have established.
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Figure 19. Examples of different social functions found in Wattpad. Rating,
commenting, sharing and discussing

Discussions can happen between readers but also between author and readers.
Many services provide author-pages or special events where an author is available
for an on-line for a chat.

Figure 20. Discussing panel in Finnish Readberry service. The latest comments are
seen on the front page of the service
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Figure 21. Bookshout-service with My reading circles -option opened within the
book. Circles can act as a small book clubs

In educational reading, the most interesting implementation found was iOS-
application called Subtext, which provides the possibility to import one’s own
books (ePUB) and create an educational reading circle around that. The teacher or
group leader have an advanced set of tools for communicating with the members
and to choose what annotations to share with whom. Inviting people to circles
happens via Google services. This kind of e-book-reader has overlapping features
with learning environments and acts as a prime example of where e-reading is
headed. It is also an example of technical constraints; it is not possible to import
DRM-protected files.

Table 2. Social reading operationalized: classified actions of e-reading programs
and services with discussion.

BOOK 1.0
ACTIONS

BOOK 2.0 ACTIONS
“From me”

BOOK 2.0 ACTIONS
“To me”

BOOK 2.0
ACTIONS
“Us”

(Reading) Share what I read now Follow what others read now Reading together

Bookshelf Share history of readings,
intentions to read

See others’ history and
intentions

Discussing

Annotating
Share annotations
(Highlights, notes,
quotations, pictures)

See annotations of others

Discussing

Rating Publish rating Review ratings Discussing
Reviewing Publish review Read reviews Discussing
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Figure 22. Subtext is an e-book software intended for social reading in the
educational field. It allows downloading ePUB-files and shared highlighting and
note taking but also discussions in groups. Teacher can form reading groups via
Google service and create special assignments within a book

6 Preferences of library customers

6.1 Focus group discussions

Two focus group discussions were arranged with avid readers to find out the
social reading features that the Finnish library users appreciate. The sessions were
arranged in June 2013 in two libraries: Helsinki 10 and Sello (City of Espoo).
Altogether 10 persons of different age and reading habits participated in the
discussions.

Library users interested in digital services of the libraries were invited to
participate in the focus groups. The discussion events were advertised through
eBib-service and the billboard of the public libraries.

The discussion was guided by the researcher to cover following social reading
functions: discussions, ratings and recommendations, annotations and notes, own
reading archive, sharing of reading information and networking with other
readers. After a brief introduction, the participants were asked to write positive
and negative comments on post-it notes for each of the functions. The notes were
grouped for the final discussion.

Most interesting comments are presented in the following chapter. Some of the
comments are valid also for other kinds of discussion groups.
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6.1.1 Discussions

The participants pointed out that it is crucial for a discussion function, that the
focus of the discussion should concern  the topic of the book and comments
should deal with a particular page or chapter of the book. This rather specific
requirement is understandable because the Internet is full of unfocused discussion
groups covering all kinds of issues.

“The discussion should be related to a specific page or chapter of the book”

The focus group members saw value in discussion and they identified a need to
come back to it. This requires a mechanism to link the discussion to the relevant
page or chapter even after the book has been returned to the library. A systematic
way to present one’s own comments was requested. Comments could be presented
and managed for example using personal library functionality.

”The discussion should be accessible even after the loan has been returned. Is it
possible to show the relevant page or chapter even after the book has been
returned to the library”.

” the personal bookshelf could be used to achieve the comments and discussions”

The focus group saw a need for a person that moderates the discussion. Less
moderation may be needed if log in is required. It was regarded important that
people could participate anonymously in the discussion.

”There would be less need for a  moderator if a log-in with the library card is
required. Anyway, it should be possible to participate anonymously in the
discussion”

Some participants argued that the discussion could mislead the reader to pay
attention to minor issues. The main focus should always be reading the book itself
not the social functions. People read books also offline and social functions must
not be seen as a requirement. The quality of the discussion should be high enough
and some of the books may not lead to any discussion.

”To be able to join into the discussion one needs an internet connection, which is
not always present. The discussion function should not be too dominant and take
the focus away from reading the book. People read also a lot in offline mode”.

“The discussion area may distract the reader and make it harder to concentrate
on reading”

“The discussion may be too general or cover only on side of the issue. The
discussion should not be dominated by only one opinion or viewpoint”

6.1.2 Rankings and recommendations

There were both negative and positive views concerning rankings and
recommendations. Some people saw them useful and helping them find
interesting books to read. Some argued that the rankings or recommendations may
be too dominant and disturb the reader’s own choices.
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”I am fond of personalised recommendations. They give inspiration for my book
choices”

”A list of favourite books could be useful. These could include books that people
are currently reading, are planning to read, top ten books etc. These lists could be
shared in social media”

”Different kinds of recommendations are needed. Recommendations could
include tags, similar kind of books of readers, etc.”

”All books are good, also uninteresting books. I don’t read comments; I
concentrate only on reading the book itself”

”I wonder if the recommendations would make me read only similar kind of
books”

“Comments should be ranked so one could know, which is a good comment”

Figure 23. Demo of a potential non-disturbing interface with sliding commentary
column was created in Aalto ARTS and presented to the focus groups.

6.1.3 Annotations and notes

Annotations and notes were considered relevant when studying. The idea of
making notes or annotations while reading a novel was considered as strange.
People were not used to make annotations while reading a e-book.

”annotations or notes are relevant while studying but not when reading a novel”

”I underline sentences and make notes to be shared within my family while
reading a paper book. Similar kind of functionality could be useful in e-books”
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”It would be interesting to see how many times certain sentence or paragraph has
been underlined or annotated. This functionality helps see sentences that are
important for other readers”

”I wonder why the annotations or notes should be archived”

6.1.4 Reading history and sharing

People thought that the reading history should be private and it should be possible
to manage it in account settings.

”it is important to be able to manage the sharing options”

“it should be possible to remove some books of your public reading archive”

”I could use functionality that allows me to share citaions and my reading
history”

”a list of recent additions to the library collection could be useful service”

6.2 Web questionnaire

Firstly the possible features of social reading were modelled which led to a list of
approximately 40 features created based on Harri Heikkilä´s paper “Interactivity
in new publishing platforms 2012”. The list is shown in Appendix 1. These
features are divided to four categories: Interfacial, Social, Adaptive and Creative
interaction.

The list was filtered by Aalto ARTS, Ellibs and VTT according to technical
feasibility and relevance in books. This lead to a revised and shortened list of
about dozen features which was translated into Finnish for testing.

Data was collected with a web questionnaire during autumn 2013. Link to the
questionnaire was provided for the users of the digital library service eBib. eBib
users were asked to indicate their level of agreement with several statements
concerning the perceived properties of the service

210 digital library users answered the questionnaire. The results are shown in
figure 24. The five most popular social media functionalities were one’s own
book achieve, bookmarks, magazine and newspaper articles about the books,
personal book recommendations and book ranking with stars or thumbs.
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Figure 24. Result of web survey. The library patrons were asked to rank different
social reading functionalities

6.3 Existing services

One way to find out what are the user´s preferences between different categories
of social reading, is to study how popular these implementations are within the
services.

Social notes are a relatively new phenomena, but it is gaining popularity
comparable to the more traditional reviewing-function. For example, the most
highlighted ction book in Amazon (per 25.11.2013), Hunger Games by Suzanne
Collins, has 20 958 highlighters on its most popular quotation, yet “only” 17 666
customers have reviewed (rated) the book.

The highlighting seems to be of special interest for people who read non-fiction,
since only five of the most highlighted books in Amazon are fiction.
(https://kindle.amazon.com/most_popular/books_by_popular_highlights_recently)

The ratio of public notes, reviews and highlighting is interesting in contemplating
their mutual popularity. In Hunger games there are 797 public notes. Similarly the
second most highlighted book, Catching fire, by the same author, has 11107
reviews, 559 public notes and the most popular passage has been highlighted
27833 times.

The third highlighted book, The Girl with the dragon tattoo, by Stieg Larsen, has
4320 customer reviews, 398 public notes and the most popular highlighted section
has1460 separate highlighters.
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Since there is no class of rating per ce in Amazon, (a customer has to make a
review in order to rate) we looked at the same items in Good Reads service:
Hunger games 1,926,460 ratings compared to123,687 reviews, Catching fire
1,070,677 / 69,133, and Larsen 911,008 / 52,872.

In these three books, the number of reviews was only 6 % of the amount of ratings.
In Amazon the amount of those who have made public notes is only 8 %
compared those who have reviewed a book, and the highlighting was two times
more popular than making notes.

Since the sample is only three books, one has to be careful in generalizing, but
since the user rates of Amazon are extremely high and differences so high, results
can be valid at least in suggestive sense: Rating is clearly more common than
reviewing, highlighting is much more popular in non-fiction and social
highlighting is more interesting for readers than social notes. .

7 Conclusions

Social reading involves people interacting with others via books. This interaction is
based on social needs that have existed before e-books and were transformed
through new technology available.
New social actions in e-reading can be conceptualized into different categories
according to their level and direction of sociality and what action is intended to do.
Is the function meant primary for myself, do I share it, or do I receive information
of the shared actions of others or do we do something together?
Based on the web survey most readers find it more important to organize and
bookmark books for themselves and specially to receive book ratings and
recommendations of what to read. Functions that involved sharing with others were
of lesser importance. This was also verified in focus group sessions.
However, in the existing services, the most popular social reading functionalities
were shared rating and sharing one’s own archived reading. Prevalence of sharing
of annotations and notes were more marginal compared to them, highlighting
seems to be of more interest than making notes.
In the focus groups, concerns for privacy occurred, it is important that the status of
the sharing state is clearly expressed in the service. The need to have visible
options and preferences on the reading program level to indicate  what particular
action is doing is important,  based also implementations on existing services. User
has to be sure if his/hers annotations are personal or not.

Providing a complicated reading environment with many options should not
jeopardize the pleasure that reading brings to the average reader. The social reading
functionalities should not be dominant in the user interface. These functionalities
may be needed only occasionally depending on the reading purpose and the reader.
In focus groups, annotations and notes were considered important only in the goal
oriented reading. In educational books, forming new discussion /studying groups
and annotation features like highlightings are more recommendable and probably
more valid than in non-fiction.
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The discussion forum was not the most requested feature in the web polling, but yet
it was considered “somewhat important”. Based on discussion groups commenting
discussions were seen as interesting, though readers emphasized that a discussion
has to be moderated, kept to the point and to the place, meaning that readers
preferred to discuss one particular book and particular chapter in proximity of that
book and chapter

Because functions of social reading are in the process of emerging and the
terminology is not established, some caution in detailed interpretation of these
results is necessary: we can not be sure, if participants understood completely the
meaning and difference between discussing and commenting, between different
categories of annotating and between sharing and receiving shared information,
even if these issues were addressed in the set up of the test.

Figure 15 Clear preference settings of the e-book reader Kobo in iOS to make note
public or not.

8 Future directions

Since most of the described “Book 2.0.” –functions are  basically shared versions
of existing “Book 1.0” -functions (highlighting, note making, bookmarking, rating,
archiving), one could contemplate that these functions should be first broadly and
easily available in e-books, before social versions of them can become mainstream.
And when they become mainstream, one could expect that popularity social
functions will follow the same pattern as found in net: most of the readers remain
passive, only small percentage is willing to produce content (like reviews) but
vastly larger amount of readers are interested in following others activity by
reading given reviews, receiving recommendations and ratings and following
discussions.

Social reading is likely to become more common when the evolution of the
network-culture progresses and e-reading and e-books become more mainstream
also outside US. Books are going to be more retrievable and their content more
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connected. But not all e-books, the most probable scenario is that different books
and different forms of books will co-exist. Current ePUB 2 -standard will face
competition specially by ePUB 3, Fixed-lay-out-ePUB -model and application
based e-book, which allow a greater level of interaction and facilitate possibilities
of social reading.

The future of diversity will be difficult to libraries since it is hard to support
different kinds of book implementations – like applications and platform specific e-
books.

This diversity affects also e-book culture in general, different ecosystems and
different digital formats will create entropy that will divide users between services
so that the amount of users in one particular service, specially outside big language
groups, can easily drop to levels where sharing and receiving shared information in

the service is not interesting.

Libraries are an excellent arena where this kind of barrier can be overcomed.
Libraries could take a more active role by creating, introducing and supporting
engaging ways in which readers can interact with each other.

Libraries exist to promote public good: “the encouragement of learning” (Darnton,
2009, p. 11) In that social reading can be an effective new tool and possibility.
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10 APPENDIXES

APPENDIX 1 List of tablet applications and webservices

Apps
Version number in parenthesis if applicable

Ibooks (3.1.1.)

Kindle (3.9.1.)

Nook (3.4.2.18)

Goodreads (2.2.4.)

Wattpad (3.9.0.11)

Google play books (1.6.0)

Freebooks (3.2.2)

YiBook (1.7.1)

Kobo (5.12)

Ebook Reader (3.05)

Inkling (3.4.1)

Bluefire (1.9.7)

Desert bookshelf

Kno (3.4.2)

NeoSoar eBooks (3.1)

CloudReaders x

Blio (3.9)

Safari to Go (3.1)

Read LitRes xx

Reader x

Direct digital x

Readmill x

Web services
LIBRARY THING

SHELFARI

ANOBI

BOOKJETTY

FINDINGS

BOOKLIKES

BOOKISH

COPIA

SCRIBD

BOOK GLUTTON
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APPENDIX 2 Web questionnaire

Sosiaalisen lukemisen ominaisuudet kirjaston tarjoamassa palvelussa

Kirjaston verkkopalveluun voidaan jatkossa liittää erilaisia niin sanottuja sosiaalisen lukemisen ominaisuuksia. Nämä
ominaisuudet tekevät mahdolliseksi monenlaista kirjoihin ja lukemiseen liittyvää kanssakäymistä kirjastonkäyttäjien välillä:
esimerkiksi kirjoista keskustelua verkkopalvelussa, kirjojen suosittelua lukijoiden kesken, tai vaikkapa kommenttien ja
merkintöjen tekemistä sähköisiin kirjoihin ja niiden jakamista kirjastonkäyttäjien kesken.

Arvioi alla kuvattuja sosiaalisen lukemisen ominaisuuksia vastaamalla niiden yhteydessä esitettyihin väittämiin oman mielipiteesi
ja kiinnostuksesi mukaisesti.

Keskustelufoorumi

Kirjaston tarjoamassa palvelussa on erillinen keskustelualue, jossa kirjastonkäyttäjät voivat keskenään keskustella kirjoista ja
kirjailijoista. Voit esimerkiksi siirtyä keskustelemaan juuri lukemastasi kirjasta muiden lukijoiden kanssa: lukea heidän
kirjoittamiaan mielipiteitä, huomioita tai arvioita kirjasta tai kirjailijasta, sekä halutessasi liittyä itse keskusteluun.

Täysin samaa
mieltä

Hieman
samaa mieltä

En osaa
sanoa

Hieman eri
mieltä

Täysin eri
mieltä

Käyttäisin
tätä
ominaisuutta

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Kirjaan liittyvien kommenttien jakaminen lukijoiden kesken

Voit kirjoittaa (tai sanella) kommentteja sähköistä kirjaa lukiessasi. Kommentteja voidaan jakaa samaa kirjaa lukeneiden tai
parhaillaan lukevien lukijoiden kesken. Lukijat voivat myös kommentoida toistensa kirjoittamia kommentteja, ja näin keskustella
kirjasta lukemisen lomassa.

Täysin samaa
mieltä

Hieman
samaa mieltä

En osaa
sanoa

Hieman eri
mieltä

Täysin eri
mieltä

Käyttäisin
tätä
ominaisuutta

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Lukijaäänestykset

Kirjaston tarjoamassa palvelussa lukijat voivat ottaa osaa erilaisiin kirjoihin, kirjailijoihin ja kirjaston tarjoamiin palveluihin liittyviin
äänestyksiin.

Täysin samaa
mieltä

Hieman
samaa mieltä

En osaa
sanoa

Hieman eri
mieltä

Täysin eri
mieltä

Käyttäisin
tätä
ominaisuutta

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Tietokilpailut

Kirjaston tarjoamassa palvelussa lukijat voivat ottaa osaa erilaisiin kirjoihin ja kirjailijoihin liittyviin tietokilpailuihin.
Täysin samaa
mieltä

Hieman
samaa mieltä

En osaa
sanoa

Hieman eri
mieltä

Täysin eri
mieltä

Käyttäisin
tätä
ominaisuutta

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Oman kirjavalinnan jakaminen sähköpostitse

Kirjaston tarjoamasta palvelusta voit helposti lähettää sähköpostitse tiedon lainaamastasi kirjasta tuttavillesi. Sähköpostista
viestin vastaanottaja näkee kirjan kannen ja nimen, ja esimerkiksi kirjoittamasi viestin, joka voi olla suositus lukea kirja tai muu
kirjaan liittyvä tervehdys.

Täysin samaa
mieltä

Hieman
samaa mieltä

En osaa
sanoa

Hieman eri
mieltä

Täysin eri
mieltä

Käyttäisin
tätä
ominaisuutta

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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Oman kirjavalinnan jakaminen sosiaalisessa mediassa

Kirjaston tarjoamasta palvelusta voit jakaa tiedon lainaamastasi kirjasta tuttavillesi johonkin käyttämääsi sosiaalisen median
palveluun (esimerkiksi Facebook). Jakamasi kirjan kansi ja nimi, sekä mahdolliset kommenttisi kirjasta, tulevat tuttaviesi
nähtäville kyseiseen sosiaalisen median palveluun. He voivat jakamasi tiedon perusteella esimerkiksi siirtyä suoraan
lainaamaan saman kirjan tai hakemaan siitä lisätietoa kirjaston tarjoamasta palvelusta.

Täysin samaa
mieltä

Hieman
samaa mieltä

En osaa
sanoa

Hieman eri
mieltä

Täysin eri
mieltä

Käyttäisin
tätä
ominaisuutta

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Valittuun kirjaan liittyvien lehtiarvioiden ja lehtijuttujen näkeminen

Kirjaston tarjoamassa palvelussa näet valitsemaasi kirjaan liittyviä lehtien ja muiden kirja-alan ammattilaisten kirjoittamia kirja-
arvioita ja uutisia.

Täysin samaa
mieltä

Hieman
samaa mieltä

En osaa
sanoa

Hieman eri
mieltä

Täysin eri
mieltä

Käyttäisin
tätä
ominaisuutta

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Valittuun kirjaan liittyvien muiden lukijoiden kirjoittamien kirja-arvioiden näkeminen

Kirjaston tarjoamassa palvelussa näet valitsemaasi kirjaan liittyviä muiden kirjastonkäyttäjien kirjoittamia kirja-arvioita.
Täysin samaa
mieltä

Hieman
samaa mieltä

En osaa
sanoa

Hieman eri
mieltä

Täysin eri
mieltä

Käyttäisin
tätä
ominaisuutta

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Omien kirja-arvioiden julkaiseminen palvelussa

Voit julkaista kirjaston tarjoamassa palvelussa itse kirjoittamiasi kirja-arvioita muiden lukijoiden nähtäväksi.
Täysin samaa
mieltä

Hieman
samaa mieltä

En osaa
sanoa

Hieman eri
mieltä

Täysin eri
mieltä

Käyttäisin
tätä
ominaisuutta

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Henkilökohtaiset kirjasuosittelut

Kirjaston tarjoama palvelu tekee sinulle räätälöityjä ehdotuksia kirjoista, joista saatat olla kiinnostunut. Sinulle voidaan
esimerkiksi ehdottaa luettavaksi lisää kirjoja sellaisista aiheista, joita käsitteleviä kirjoja olet aiemmin lukenut, tai luet parhaillaan.

Täysin samaa
mieltä

Hieman
samaa mieltä

En osaa
sanoa

Hieman eri
mieltä

Täysin eri
mieltä

Käyttäisin
tätä
ominaisuutta

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Oma luettujen kirjojen arkisto

Kirjaston tarjoamassa palvelussa on arkisto-osio, josta näet kaikki aiemmin lainaamasi kirjat. Tästä omasta arkistostasi pääset
helposti esimerkiksi tarkistamaan jonkin aiemmin lukemasi kirjan tietoja tai halutessasi lainaamaan kirjan uudestaan.

Täysin samaa
mieltä

Hieman
samaa mieltä

En osaa
sanoa

Hieman eri
mieltä

Täysin eri
mieltä

Käyttäisin
tätä
ominaisuutta

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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Oma leikekirja

Voit lukiessasi kirjaston tarjoaman palvelun kirjoja tallentaa yksittäisiä kuvia tai tekstinpätkiä omaan sähköiseen leikekirjaasi.
Kirjaston tarjoaman palvelun leikekirjaosasta löydät myöhemmin kaikki aiemmin tallentamasi kuva- ja tekstileikkeet.

Täysin samaa
mieltä

Hieman
samaa mieltä

En osaa
sanoa

Hieman eri
mieltä

Täysin eri
mieltä

Käyttäisin
tätä
ominaisuutta

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Mahdollisuus arvostella kirjoja tähdillä ja peukalon kuvalla

Kirjaston tarjoamassa palvelussa voit nopeasti arvostella lukemiasi kirjoja tähden tai peukalon kuvaa painamalla. Voit
esimerkiksi painaa ylöspäin osoittavaa peukaloa osoittaaksesi muille kirjastonkäyttäjille pitäneesi tietystä kirjasta, tai voit antaa
kirjalle yhdestä viiteen tähteä. Samoin näet yhteenvedon muiden käyttäjien kirjalle antamista tähdistä ja peukutuksista.

Täysin samaa
mieltä

Hieman
samaa mieltä

En osaa
sanoa

Hieman eri
mieltä

Täysin eri
mieltä

Käyttäisin
tätä
ominaisuutta

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Omien merkintöjen lisääminen kirjan sivuille

Voit tehdä ja tallentaa omia merkintöjä, huomautuksia ja muistiinpanoja sähköisen kirjan sivuille. Nämä merkinnät ovat
sähköisen kirjan vastine perinteisten painettujen kirjojen marginaaleihin kirjoitetuille merkinnöille.

Täysin samaa
mieltä

Hieman
samaa mieltä

En osaa
sanoa

Hieman eri
mieltä

Täysin eri
mieltä

Käyttäisin
tätä
ominaisuutta

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Kirjojen sivuille liitettävät kirjanmerkit

Voit lisätä kirjanmerkkejä sähköisen kirjan sivuille. Niiden avulla voit helposti siirtyä haluamaasi sähkökirjan kohtaan, vaikkapa
jatkaaksesi lukemista siitä kohdasta, johon viimeksi jäit, tai esimerkiksi palataksesi muulle kirjanmerkillä merkitsemällesi
mielenkiintoiselle tai sinulle hyödyllistä tietoa sisältävälle sivulle.

Täysin samaa
mieltä

Hieman
samaa mieltä

En osaa
sanoa

Hieman eri
mieltä

Täysin eri
mieltä

Käyttäisin
tätä
ominaisuutta

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Ystävien suosittelujen näkeminen

Kirjaston tarjoamassa palvelussa näet mitä kirjoja ystäväsi ovat suositelleet.
Täysin samaa
mieltä

Hieman
samaa mieltä

En osaa
sanoa

Hieman eri
mieltä

Täysin eri
mieltä

Käyttäisin
tätä
ominaisuutta

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Kirjojen suosioon perustuvat kirjasuosittelut

Kirjaston tarjoama palvelu ehdottaa sinulle luettavaksi muiden lukijoiden suosimia kirjoja. Palvelu voi suositella esimerkiksi
paljon lainattuja kirjoja, tai kirjoja joiden tietoja lukijat ovat eniten jakaneet muille sähköpostitse tai sosiaalisessa mediassa.

Täysin samaa
mieltä

Hieman
samaa mieltä

En osaa
sanoa

Hieman eri
mieltä

Täysin eri
mieltä

Käyttäisin
tätä
ominaisuutta

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Kiinnostavien henkilöiden kirjavalintojen seuraaminen
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Kirjaston tarjoamassa palvelussa voit seurata kiinnostavien henkilöiden (esimerkiksi kirjailijat, jonkin alan asiantuntijat, tai
muuten tunnetut henkilöt) kirjavalintoja ja muita lukemistietoja. Seuraaminen on mahdollista silloin kuin kyseinen henkilö on itse
sallinut näiden tietojen julkisen jakamisen kirjaston tarjoamassa palvelussa muille lukijoille. Kiinnostavien henkilöiden
kirjavalintoja seuraamalla voit löytää itsellesi vinkkejä hyvistä kirjoista.

Täysin samaa
mieltä

Hieman
samaa mieltä

En osaa
sanoa

Hieman eri
mieltä

Täysin eri
mieltä

Käyttäisin
tätä
ominaisuutta

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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